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ABSTRACT

As galloyl derivative/ gallate equivalent class of molecule(s) were found to have more or less bitter taste
and as well as strong antioxidant, antiinflammatory, strong antiproliferative, antimutagenic, anticancer,
antitumor, antiulcer, antiischemic, antiatherosclerotic, antidepressive/ antihypertensive, antidiabetic,
antimalarial, antiarthritic, immunomodulatory, antiretroviral and anti-human coronavirus (anti-HCoV) like
versatile properties as therapeutic as broad spectrum antiviral in the sense of host defensive manner, could
be two in one role as it posing a CQ/HCQ like lot of similar functional bioactive- and similar physical
bitterness properties or posing a similar structural property with multioxygenated and physically bitter
compound like azithromycin (AZM)/ ivermectin (IVM) of anti-SARS-CoV-2 property and the galloyl/
gallate class as bearing similar polyhydroxy/ polyoxygenic type of molecule(s) could be therefore
repurposed against novel coronavirus (nCoV) when compared with either bitter CQ/HCQ functionally or
AZM/IVM structurally as special references, as well as it can act as a respiratory medicine/ natural
ventilator of aerial oxygen by reopening the collapsed air ways of lung in COVID-19 symptomatic patients
depending on their strong antioxidantal and antiinflammatory/ immunomodulatory properties so that normal
breath/ sufficient aerial oxygen can enter easily when treated. Since the said class of molecule(s) as it
possess the strong antiinflammatory property might be involved in decreasing proinflammatory cytokines
and/ increasing antiinflammatory cytokines and as well as able to stop the episode of cytokine storm, a key
step in ARDS, which was further strengthen by a preliminary study where gallate equivalent enriched
Abroma augusta leaves hydroalcoholic extract (AALHAE) (50%) and AALHAEplus (50%) has been
implemented on a few covid-19 suspected moderate and severe symptomatic patients respectively from my
Institute, a promising result was thus obtained. I believe from my experience that the gallate eqv enriched
AALHAE/ AALHAEplus may have tremendous role on controlling distress of lung which is used to be
damage-targetted by SARS-CoV-2 in serious symptomatic cases.

Copyright © 2021, Dipankar Bhattacharyya. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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INTRODUCTION
The COVID19 pandemic: The coronavirus pandemic is an ongoing
global pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID19), caused
by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV2)
(1). The outbreak was first identified in December 2019 in Wuhan,
China (2,3). The World Health Organization declared the outbreak
a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 30th January
2020 and a pandemic on 11 March (4,5). As of 04 January 2021, the
total number of global (192 countries) coronavirus confirmed cases
has topped 104.3 million, while the total deaths have surged to more
than 2.27 million, according to the Johns Hopkins University (6).
Detrimental consequence of COVID-19: The clinical features of
COVID-19 can range from asymptomatic cases to acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) and multiorgan dysfunction. Severe
symptoms and lung disorder are co-associative phenomenon. The
disease can progress to pneumonia, respiratory failure and death
when severe and in this case, acute complications include acute lung
injury, ARDS, sepsis and shock.
*Corresponding author: Dipankar Bhattacharyya,
Principal Investigator, Chichuria Institute of Medical Science and
Research, West Bengal 741126, India.

This progression is thought to be related to excessive increase in
proinflammatory cytokine levels (7,8) leading to a cytokine storm.
Since, COVID-19 positive patients are of four types: asymptomatic,
mild-, moderate- and severe symptomatic. Moderate symptomatic
patient shows common symptom like “feeling of unwell" due to
salient hypoxia. Whereas severe symptomatic patient shows severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), also called acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) resulting shortness of breath occurs. In
both the cases to overcome these problems need oxygen. Since ARDS
is directly proportional to the inflammation of lung as an immediate
emergent of cytokine storm, an ultimate inflammatory consequence.
Due to tremendous inflammation, all the air gate of lung has been
collapsed leading to an ultimate death. Anders Kjellberg et al. 2020
(9), in the introduction part of his hypothesis described clearly about
an outline mechanism of cytokine storm that SARS-CoV-2 affects
part of the innate immune response and activates an inflammatory
cascade stimulating the release of cyto- and chemokines, particularly
within the lung (10,11). The export of such factor attracts neutrophils
and monocytes to the site of infection, infiltrating the organ.
Unfortunately neutrophils are particularly inefficient to clear the viral
infections, and their presence may be more detrimental than
beneficial due to the release of a battery of caustic agents directed to
kill the pathogen, but they could also damage the surrounding
tissue (12).
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The destruction of host cells may release subcellular elements that
could trigger secondary inflammatory reactions. Thus, SARS-CoV-2
infection activates a robust inflammatory response that if it is not
controlled, could result in a “cytokine storm” with detrimental
systemic consequences (13). Indeed, the inflammatory response
during COVID-19 is likely the cause for the development of acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in patients, which is a
condition of very low arterial oxygen concentration or hypoxia and
bilateral pulmonary opacities (14). Even patients that have mild
symptoms and survived COVID-19 displayed significant changes on
pulmonary CT-scan, with diffuse ground-glass opacities, crazypaving patterns, and consolidation, suggesting a severe inflammatory
involvement (15). Sad story is, no specific antiviral drug is developed
as of yet for covid-19 positive patients though vaccination has been
started recently which is not enough for global demand.
Galloyl derivative/ gallate equivalent class of molecule(s): Gallic
acid is a natural phenolic compound found in several fruits and
medicinal plants (16). Gallic acid (3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid),
found in many plants either in free form or part of tannins (17).
Tannic acid is a specific form of tannin, a type of polyphenol. Its
weak acidity (pKa around 6) is due to the numerous phenol groups in
the structure. The chemical formula for commercial tannic acid is
often given as C76H52O46, which corresponds with decagalloyl
glucose, but in fact it is a mixture of polygalloyl glucoses or
polygalloyl quinic acid esters with the number of galloyl moieties per
molecule ranging from 2 up to 12 depending on the plant source used
to extract the tannic acid (18). In vitro antiproliferative activity
against ten human cancer cell lines of a series of galloyl derivatives
bearing substituted-1,3,4-oxadiazole and carbohydrazide moieties has
been reported (19). Epigallocatechin also known as epigallocatechin3-gallate (EGCG), is the ester of gallic acid present in tea (20).
Antiinflammatory/
Antiarthritic/
Immunomodulatory/
antioxidant effects: Gallic acid was found to possess
antiinflammatory activity towards zymosan-induced acute foot pad
swelling in mice with via the functioning of polymorphonuclear
leukocytes (PMNs) (21). Niloofar Kahkeshani et al., 2019 discussed
in his review article (16) that gallic acid can extinguish the flames of
inflammation via different mechanisms. It decreases the expression
and release of proinflammatory and inflammatory mediators, such as
bradykinin, substance P, COX-2, PGE-2, NF-κB, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL6, IFN-γ, and TNF-α. The compound also inhibits the phagocyte- or
PMN-mediated inflammatory responses by scavenging ROS and
decreasing the myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity (21-26). Also acts as
analgesic (24). Gallic acid and its semi-synthetic esters can suppress
TNF-α induced NFκB activity could be a chemopreventive in
carcinogenesis (17). Nazir N et al., 2007 reported: Bergenin, a Cglycoside of 4-O-methyl gallic acid, isolated from rhizomes of
Bergenia stracheyi (Saxifragaceae) and its O-demethylated derivative
norbergenin, prepared from bergenin, are reported to show
antiarthritic activity through possible modulation of Th1/Th2
cytokine balance. Flow cytometric study showed that the oral
administration of bergenin and norbergenin inhibit the production of
proinflammatory Th1 cytokines (IL-2, IFN-γ and TNF-α) while as
potentiate antiinflammatory Th2 cytokines (IL-4 and IL-5) in the
peripheral blood of adjuvant-induced arthritic balb/c mice. This
shows the potential Th1/Th2 cytokine balancing activity of bergenin
and norbergenin which is strongly correlated with their antiarthritic
activity (22). Effects of methyl gallate (MG) and gallic acid (GA)
were reported to inhibit significantly the production of inflammatory
cytokines/ mediators of IL-6 and IL-8 gene and protein levels in a
dose-dependent manner in oral epithelial cells stimulated
with Fusobacterium nucleatum. These compounds also inhibited the
growth of F. nucleatum (27). MG and GA can inhibit oral bacteria
also (28). The antioxidant properties of gallic acid and allied
compounds are examined on animal fats, that are protected/
stabilized by antioxidants like di- and poly-phenolic inhibitors (29).
Vitamin C equivalent antioxidant capacity (VCEAC) of phenolic
phytochemicals also has been reported where gallic acid showed
highest relative VCEAC value (30).

Pharmacological/ therapeutical properties: Gallic acid (3,4,5trihydroxybenzoic acid) is a polyphenol that possesses a wide
spectrum of important pharmacological properties. Marciane Maximo
da Silva addressed in the introduction section of his research article
that in particular, gallic acid affects several pharmacological and
biochemical pathways and has strong antioxidant, antiinflammatory,
antimutagenic and anticancer properties. Author also reported about
a methyl gallate from the methanol extract of Schinus
terebinthifolius leaves as galloyl group derivatives showing as
antitumor agents. Synthesis and in vitro antiproliferative activity
evaluation of a series of galloyl derivatives were reported by the
author first time (19). Mohamed Abdel-Aziz and Amira M GamalEldeen mentioned in the introduction section of their research article
2009 that 2-Pyrazoline derivatives have been reported to exhibit
various pharmacological activities such as antimicrobial,
antiinflammatory, antihypertensive, antidepressant, and monoamine
oxidase inhibitory activities. Similarly, phenolic derivatives such as
gallocatechin, epigallocatechin, and caffeic acid, besides their analogs
that contain several hydroxy groups on the phenyl moiety, were found
to exhibit various useful properties including radical scavenging,
antiviral,
antioxidant,
antiinflammatory,
antiatherosclerotic
properties, anticancer, heart protecting, and strong topoisomerase
inhibiting activities. The study gathers the two bioactive entities
(pyrazoline and galloyl moiety) in one compact structure to obtain
galloyl pyrazoline derivatives. The prepared compounds (A novel
series of galloyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives were synthesized) and were
screened by the authors for their anticancer, antioxidant, and
antiinflammatory activities (31). Gallic acid has been reported in a
review by Naira Nayeem et al., 2016, to elicit various biological
activities such as antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, antiinflammatory,
antioxidant, anticancer, antidiabetic, antiheartischemic, antiulcer,
antimalarial etc. Due to these activities gallic acid could be
considered as a promising lead compound for new drug development
(32).
Galloyl/ gallate class of molecule(s) as respiratory medicine: An
european patent claims physiological tannin extracted from banana
stem can be utilized as smockers’ candy (33). Antimicrobial and
antitubercular activities of some novel synthetic trihydroxybenzamido
azetidin-2-one galloyl derivatives has been reported (34). Gallic acid
(35) and its analogs (36) inhibits histamine release and
proinflammatory cytokine production in mast cells. Protective effects
of gallic acid were reported against lung-, heart- and renal fibrosis
(37, 38, 39) which were commonly found in covid-19 induced
kawasaki (40) and multisystem inflammatory syndrome (MIS) (41)
diseases in a rare but serious complication when associated with
COVID-19 in infants below 5 years. Also multiorgan fibrosis
including lung in adults are common in most severe COVID-19 cases
of old age, male sex and comorbidity leading to a multiorgan failure
and death (42).
Antiviral property of galloyl/ gallate class of molecule(s):
Hydroxybenzoic acids with more free –OH groups on the phenol ring
were found more potent against the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) (43-47). Anti-HSV-1 and antiHIV-1 activity of gallic acid and pentyl gallate were reported by Jadel
Müller Kratz et al., 2008 (48). Gallic acid can inhibit HIV-1
integrase, HIV-1 transcriptase, HIV-1 protease dimerization (49-53),
HCV attachment and penetration, HCV replication, HCV serine
protease (54-57), the herpes simplex virus (HSV)-1 and HSV-2
attachment and penetration (58). It also causes disruption
in Haemophilus influenza A and B particles (59). Interestingly HIV (1/2), HCV and Haemophilus influenza A & B all are enveloped virus
possessing single stranded RNA as genetic material (60) which are
very much similar to SARS-CoV-2, whereas exception is HSV (-1/2),
though it is an enveloped virus but contains a large double stranded
DNA genome (61). Among the phenolic acid constituents
in Sambucus formosana Nakai extract, caffeic acid, chlorogenic acid
and gallic acid, all the three are hydroxy phenol moity containing
compounds sustained the anti-HCoV-NL63 activity and the results
revealed that Sambucus formosana Nakai stem ethanol extract
displayed the strong anti-HCoV-NL63 potential (62).
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Human coronavirus NL63 (HCoV-NL63) is a member of the
family Coronaviridae, genus Alphacoronavirus, and was first
discovered in 2004 (63). HCoV-NL63 is mainly associated with the
common cold/ severe acute respiratory illness in children, the elderly,
and immunocompromised patients (64), which also associated with
lower respiratory tract symptoms in infants (65) with SARS-CoV-2, a
great similarity found as belonging to the same coronaviridae family
and using the same type of receptor ACE-2 in infection. Recently,
Smarajit Maiti et al., 2020 reports a bioinformatics and molecular
docking study on epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) and theaflavin
gallate which shows significant interaction with receptor binding
protein (ACE-2) and as well as binds throughout SARS-CoV-2 spikeprotein central channel at three positions with special reference to the
HCQ (66) indicating both the gallate may inhibit SARS-CoV-2 entry/
infection. Gallic acid (3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid), found in many
plants either in free-form or part of tannins (17). Gallic acid and
galloyl derivative like catechin, tanin, tanic acid (poly galloyl moity)
etc. are more/ less bitter and/ astringent in taste (67) like physically
bitter montelukast (MLK)/ levocitirizine (LCZ) like antiallergic
medications (68) or antimalarial and antiarthritic bitter drug of
chloroquine
(CQ)/
hydroxychloroquine
(HCQ)
(68)
or
multioxygenated (69,70) bitter (71,72) compound of AZM (69,71)/
IVM (70,72) like anti-nCoV (73,74,75). It is clear to say AZM (69)
has 12 and IVM (70) has 14 oxygen atoms in their respective
structure and both AZM (71) and IVM ((72) are physically bitter in
taste. Also AZM has broad spectrum antiviral including anti-SARSCoV-2 property and antiinflammatory activity (73) and IVM inhibits
in vitro replication of SARS-CoV-2 (74) and in vivo worth a shot
(75). Also galloyl class of molecule(s) as posing CQ/HCQ like
miscellaneous biological properties of antimalarial, antidiabetic,
antihyperlipidemic/ antihypertensive, antiarthritic/ antiinflammatory,
immunomodulatory etc. (shown in INTRODUCTION and Table 1 of
RESULT section of DOWNLOAD PDF of Ref. 76), clearly
indicating galloyl/gallate class of molecule(s) may have functionally
CQ/HCQ like anti-SARS-CoV-2 activity as both CQ and HCQ can
inhibit SARS-CoV(2003) and SARS-CoV-2(2019) before and after
infection has been reported (77) and structurally AZM/IVM like antiSARS-CoV-2 activity as it bears similar physical property of
bitterness and structural property of multioxygenated compound.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This reposition hypothesis of Galloyl derivative/ gallate equivalent
class of molecule(s) as an anti-SARS-CoV-2 when compared with
functionally CQ/HCQ
and
structurally AZM/IVM
like
multioxygenated compound and as well as simultaneously might be a
possible respiratory medicine/ natural ventilator of aerial oxygen in
the lung of COVID-19 symptomatic patients, that was retrieved using
the database from Google Scolar, PubMed and wider internets.
Construction of the hypothesis is supported and discussed with
relevant reference/ data collected from existing literatures including
one of my recently published Research Article in IJCRT journal (76),
all of which were reviewed and meta-analysed. A preliminary study
was conducted to test the hypothesis partially at my Institute has been
reported (76). Future plan is there for implementation to validate/
verify the hypothesis fully.

RESULTS OF IMPLEMENTATION
It is pertinent to say, from my Institute to test the hypothesis, a
preliminary study was conducted on COVID-19 suspected
symptomatic patients with some gallate equivalent enriched
hydroalcoholic herbal extract and a promising result was obtained
(shown in Table 3 of Ref. 76) that has been recently published in
IJCRT journal July 2020 (76). Where, in case of moderate
symptomatic patients, mild respiratory distress/ feeling of unwell due
to silent hypoxia were treated successfully by administering orally
with the 50% ethanol extract of decoction of Indian traditional herb,
Abroma augusta Linn. (Indian Ulatkambal) leaves (collected from
Institute garden), also called AALHAE. Preparation and Dose were
described in the Method section of my recent publication (76).

Apart from this, in case of homeopathy Abroma augusta mother
tincture was used via oral administration frequently, no toxicity was
reported ever. In case of suspected severe symptomatic patient,
respiratory distress were controlled with the hydroalcoholic (50%)
leaf-extract of the same herb A. augusta (total phenolic+flavonoid
content=15.76+/-0.16 mg GAE/g leaf) (78) of which
antiinflammatory and/ antiasthmatic activities were increased by
adding Osimum sanctum leaves (the total phenolic content=50.2+/0.6mg gallic acid/g sample) (79), Zingiber officinale (phenolic
content was measured=61.5+/-5.27mg GAE/g in 70% hydroalcoholic
ginger extract) (80), black tea (the polyphenol content 17.62+/0.42mg GAE/g) (81) and Piper nigrum (total phenolic+flavonoid
content 32.83+/-0.0mg GAE/g of dry extract (82). The polyherbal
formulation (PHF) was thus called AALHAEplus {therefore, all total
GAE in AALHAEplus=(15.76+/-0.16)+(50.2+/-0.6)+(61.50+/-5.27)+
(17.62+/-0.42)+ (32.83+/-0.0)}=177.91+/-6.45mg/g, therefore, ratio
of GAE of AALHAEplus and that of AALHAE=(177.91+/6.45)÷(15.76+/-0.16)=>177.91 ÷ 15.76 (for simplicity of division,
ignoring +/-6.45 and +/-0.16)= 11.3 (approx.) times more stronger
antioxidant and antiinflammatory properties belongs to AALHAEplus
than AALHAE depending on GAE content, though the figure is not
real in this 50% hydroalcoholic extract but estimation guessing from
existing literature. In no case, oxygen cylinder and/ inhaler and/
nebuliser was/ were required. A. augusta leaves are enriched with
high level of quercetin, ascorbic acid and gallic acid equivalents (78)
like strong antioxidants, antiinflammatory, antiproliferative,
antimutagenic and anticancer (19) and important elements like cobalt,
nickel, iron, calcium and magnesium (83,78). Apart from this, I can
say I have long experience on AALHAE/ AALHAEplus hebal
formulations, which I implemented on more than 100 old asthma
patients, more than 90% of which were get rid of this ailment
permanently, except few COPD asthma (data preserved for patent
filing). But recently reported that GA is even effective against COPD
(84).

DISCUSSION
Depending on the said antiinflammatory/ immunomodulatory action
and other profound versatile diversity in biological/ therapeutic
activities like antioxidant, antiproliferative, antimutagenic, anticancer,
antitumor, antiulcer, antidiabetic, antidepressant/ antihypertensive,
antiartherosclerotic, etc., properties (32,16,85) of galloyl/ gallate class
of molecule(s), which may have link directly/ indirectly controlling
over the consequence of inflammation web, I would like to emphasise
that galloyl/ gallate class of molecule(s), may be effective in such
silent hypoxia in moderate and SARS/ARDS in severe COVID-19
symptomatic patients as evident from the role of bergenin/
norbergenin type of galloyl derivatives in inhibiting the production
of proinflammatory cytokines as well as promoting the
antiinflammatory cytokines (22) may stop the ultimate cytokine storm
episode which was also further strengthen by implementation results
of gallate equivalent from A. Augusta from my Institute. Though
AALHAE/ AALHAEplus was applied throuh oral route (76), but
question is GAE present in A. Augusta leaf were really absorbed
intact molecular form or digested form of gut yet not been studied
except in black tea (86) a component of AALHAEplus that was added
and also in other report in silico study revealed that the compounds of
some synthetic galloyl derivatives showed good intestinal absorbtion
(19). The absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
(ADME) properties of the such compounds was performed by
investigating their match of Lipinski’s rules, topological polar surface
area (TPSA) and percentage of absorption (%ABS) study (19).
Further more detailed studies are required with other models, such as
in vivo assays/ implementing on moderate and/ severe symptomatic
COVID-19 positive/ confirmed patients, are essential for the
characterization of these derivatives/ equivalents as a ventilating
agent either by purifying/ crude fractionation of the said herbs or
from synthetic/ devised one. Moreover, I believe these gallolyl/
gallate class of miracle molecule(s) may inhibit SARS-CoV-2 as they
have lot of functional similarities with CQ/HCQ, though structurally
disimilar with the same CQ/HCQ but the structural similarities with
azithromycin/ ivermectin a multi oxygenated compounds; all of them
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have established anti-SARS-CoV-2 potential and as well as can
challenge/ improve the oxygen demanding situation due to SARS/
ARDS arisen in severe symptomatic COVID-19 patients during
oxygen cylinder scarcity in hospitals in highly populated countries
like Brazil/ India, where it may act as an unique, highly potent strong
antiinflammatory and may be likely to be more better and tight safe
when it was implemented in combination with two bitter antiallergic
medications (MLK+LCZ) and bitter AZM along with CBTT model of
treatment and instant effective against cytokine storm as I found in
suspected symptomatic cases (76). In my opinion, since the phenolic
and flavonoids, so called gallic acid equivalents are secondary
metabolites (87) of plant which are providing them host defence
against plant pathogen including life threatening viruses, therefore,
the said class of molecule(s) may be able to maintain oxygen
homeostasis/ balance in other organism like human body also as we
aware of too much/ too low level of oxygen may create
pathophysiological condition (88).
Though this class of molecule(s) does not prove that it is an
alternative source of oxygen as being multihydroxylated/
multioxygenated compound but being a strong antioxidant,
antiinflammatory/ immunomodulatory, it may tackle the detrimental
effect of cytokine storm. It should be noted here, hyperbaric oxygen
serves safely as an antiinflammatory treatment in COVID-19 (9).
Apart from, it could be mentioned; plant polyphenol, tannin, -a large
quantities present in food and beverages (tea, red wine, nuts, etc.)
exert broad cancer chemoprotective in animal models (89) also as we
know TNF-α, a proinflammatory cytokine involved in agressive
growth of tumor, can be supressed by gallic acid and its derivative
(17). Though remember it, malignant tumor/ cancer is not an
inflammation but inflammation always associated along with
infection. COVID-19 initially an influenza like acute injury induced
by SARS-CoV-2. Inflammatory allergic diseases such as, asthma,
allergic rhinitis, and sinusitis is a very important issue in human
health specially in pandemic situation. Gallic acid (3,4,5trihydroxybenzoic acid), a polyphenol natural product from gallnut
and green tea, is known to have antioxidant, antiinflammatory,
antimicrobial, and radical scavenging activities. Gallic acid inhibits
immunoglobulin E (IgE)-induced histamine release and
proinflammatory cytokine expression derived from mast cells.
Antiallergic effect of gallic acid suggests a possible therapeutic
application of this agent in inflammatory allergic diseases (35). Gallic
acid also can act as antifibrotic in severe COVID-19 cases (37-39).
Therefore, I can conclude; on the basis of antiallergic, antifibrotic,
antiinflammatory and antioxidantal concern including vitamin C like
activity of the galloyl/ gallate class of molecule(s) could be a
respiratory medicine in COVID-19 crisis, releaving respiratory
distress likely to be acting as a natural ventilator of aerial oxygen,
attenuating inflammation in lung by its antihistaminic/ antiallergic
(35,36) and antiinflammatory/ immunomodulatory (21-26) role, also
the ventilation property of such class of molecule(s) which could be
proved as evident from recent report of reduced inflammation that
was accompanied with normalization of redox balance as reflected
by effects of GA against COPD-linked lung inflammation/
emphysema in elastase and cigarette smoke-induced mice (84) and as
well as depending on its versatile pharmaceutical-, broad spectrum
antiviral activities including recently reported EGCG and theaflavin,
the main two active ingredients of green tea and black tea,
respectively, showed potential inhibitory activity against the SARSCoV-2 3CL-protease in a dose-dependent manner in vitro (90) and
computational study indicated polyphenols of pomegranate peel
extract as potential inhibitor of SARS-CoV-2 internalization (91) and
depending on physical property of more/ less bitter taste, it is rational
to say; it could be an alternate anti-SARS-CoV-2 therapeutics when
compared functionally with bitter CQ/HCQ and structurally with
bitter tasted AZM/IVM. From literature it has also been found that
total phenolic content of essential oil of lemon leaf was 14.73 mg
gallic acid equivalent/g dry plant material (92). Peels of grapefruit
had the highest total phenolic content followed by lemon and orange,
which was found to be 77.3, 49.8, and 35.6 mg of gallic acid
equivalent/g of peels, respectively (93). Though the lemon leaf (92)
and peels of grapefruit, lemon and orange (93) were not added to
AALHAEplus as prepared from my Institute (76).

Conclusion
As I got magic result when treated few suspected symptomatic
patients including one of them suffering from pre-existing asthma
with combination therapy of AALHAE/ AALHAEplus, + spc.
allopathic medications like AZM and + antiallergic medications
(MLK+LCZ) etc. (Table 3, Ref.76). At present trial is running
initially at my Institute level with crude AALHAE/ AALHAEplus on
confirmed COVID positive patients along with the same spc.
allopapathic medications. Latter attempt will be taken with
AALHAE/ AALHAEplus alone without spc allopath medications.
Therefore, need to further study to identify active purified gallate
equivalent component from A. Augusta leaf extract, as I am ready to
send a project at government level. I believe the single molecule
future curative/ game changer of present covid crisis belongs to the
such class of molecule(s). Unambiguously I can say, this is the
universal defence class of molecule(s) which not only repurposing
against SARS-CoV-2 and possible respiratory medicine of COVID19 but also can challenge emerging/ upcoming new new viruses
showing without any adverse side effects as phytomedicine.
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